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Abstract
We consider the problem of approximating functions by sums of few exponentials functions, either on
an interval or on the positive half-axis. We study both continuous and discrete cases, i.e. when the function
is replaced by a number of equidistant samples. Recently, an algorithm has been constructed by Beylkin
and Monzo´n for the discrete case. We provide a theoretical framework for understanding how this algorithm
relates to the continuous case.
c⃝ 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
1.1. Description of the problems addressed
The topic of this paper is the approximation of functions by means of sums of exponentials.
Provided a certain accuracy level ϵ, we would like to find nodes ζk and coefficients ck such that
f˜ (x) =
n−
k=1
ckeiζk x , ‖ f − f˜ ‖ ≤ ϵ, (1.1)
where it is essential that n is small.
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We will find the nodes ζk by considering the singular vectors of certain Hankel-type operators.
The error in the approximation will be measured with respect to the operator norm induced by
these Hankel operators, and we discuss how this norm relates to the L p norms.
We will consider four different settings: (CH) functions on the positive half-axis R+; (CI)
functions on an interval; (DH) sequences on N; and (DI) finite sequences. (C = continuous,
D = discrete, H = half-axis, I = interval). The Hankel-like objects associated with these four
cases are:
(CH): Given f ∈ L1(R+), let G f : L2(R+)→ L2(R+), be defined via
G f g(x) =
∫ ∞
0
f (x + y)g(y)dy. (1.2)
(CI): Given f ∈ L1([0, 1]), let W f : L2([0, 1])→ L2([0, 1]) be defined by
W f g(x) =
∫ 1
0
f (x + y)g(y)dy. (1.3)
(DH): Given f ∈ l1(N), define
Γf =
f0 f1 · · ·f1 f2 · · ·
...
...
. . .
 . (1.4)
(DI): Given a finite sequence f ∈ C2N+1, define
Γf =

f0 f1 · · · fN
f1 f2 · · · fN+1
...
...
. . .
...
fN fN+1 · · · f2N
 . (1.5)
Note that we use f, g etc. for functions and f,g for sequences, and also observe that finite and
infinite Hankel matrices are distinguished by using different fonts. We will show that each of the
four Hankel-like operators above are compact, and hence there exists a basis of singular vectors
for the respective spaces, with associated singular values. Below, D denotes the unit disc, and
C+ denotes the half-plane {ζ : Im(ζ ) > 0}.
Problem CH. Given the function f ∈ L1(R+), and a singular value σn for G f , find nodes
ζk ∈ C+ and coefficients ck ∈ C such that for
f˜ (x) =
n−
k=1
ckeiζk x , it holds that ‖G f − G f˜ ‖ = σn . (1.6)
Problem CI. Given the function f ∈ L1([0, 2]), and a singular value σn for W f , find nodes ζk
and coefficients ck ∈ C such that for
f˜ (x) =
n−
k=1
ckeiζk x , it holds that ‖W f −W f˜ ‖ = σn . (1.7)
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Problem DH. (AAK) Given the sequence f ∈ ℓ1(N), and a singular value σn for Γf, find nodes
zk ∈ D and coefficients ck ∈ C such that for
f˜ j =
n−
k=1
ck z
j
k , it holds that ‖Γf − Γf˜‖ = σn . (1.8)
Problem DI. Given the finite sequence f = {f j }2Nj=0, and a singular value σn to Γf, find nodes
zk ∈ C and coefficients ck ∈ C such that for
f˜ j =
n−
k=1
ck z
j
k , it holds that ‖Γf − Γf˜‖ = σn . (1.9)
All the norms above refer to the operator norms. It is known (by various theorems) that the
“approximation operators” have rank n. At the same time, we want the approximation error to be
equal to σn which is defined as the best approximation by any rank n operator. It may therefore
seem a bit puzzling that we in addition require the approximations to be of Hankel structure, and
still achieve the same approximation error. However, for the case of Problem (DH), this is the
essence of the celebrated AAK theorem, where AAK stands for V. M. Adamjan, D. Z. Arov and
M. G. Krein, who wrote a sequence of papers on Hankel operators around 1970. Moreover, and
this is crucial for the applications, their proofs reveal how to find the best approximant f˜ in (DH).
We will extend this result to include the case (CH). As of yet, there is no generalization of this
result to (DI) or (CI), but motivated by curious observations by Beylkin and Monzo´n, we will
investigate this possibility, while at the same time shedding light on their algorithm for solving
(1.1).
We now briefly recapitulate the AAK theorem. Let un be the singular vectors of Γf and let
{σn}∞n=0 be the corresponding singular values (ordered decreasingly with n), that is, {un} is an
orthonormal basis of l2(N) such that
Γ ∗f Γfun = σ 2n un
and σn ⩾ σn+1 for all n ∈ N. The inverse Fourier transform |un = ∑∞k=0 un(k)zk will be
interpreted as a function in the Hardy space H2(D).
Theorem 1.1 (AAK). Let f ∈ l1(N) be given and let σn > 0 be a fixed singular value such that
σn ∉ {σk}k≠n , with corresponding singular vector un . Then |un has exactly n zeros z1, . . . , zn
in D, repeated according to multiplicity. If all the multiplicities are 1, then there are coefficients
c1, . . . , cn ∈ C such that
‖Γf − Γ∑nk=1 ck (zk j )∞j=0‖ = σn . (1.10)
The astounding part of Theorem 1.1 is the fact that|un has exactly n zeros in D. Once this is
established, the estimate (1.10) follows rather easily. Theorem 1.1 not only provides the existence
of nodes and coefficients for achieving the approximation, but also shows how to find them,
namely by computing the zeros of un that are inside the unit circle. The problem of finding the
coefficients ck is simpler; we provide the details later on.
When addressing Problem (DI), it therefore seems natural to follow a similar procedure: Given
a sequence f = (f( j))2Nj=0, form the Hankel matrix Γf, compute the singular vector un and consider
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the polynomial
|un(z) = N−
k=0
un(k)zk . (1.11)
Let z1, . . . , zN denote the roots of |un and try to select a subset of these roots to obtain an
approximation of the form (1.9). There is as of yet no theorem saying that this can be done.
Despite this, it was observed by Beylkin and Monzo´n [3] that if the sequence f corresponds
to the sampling of some function defined on an interval, then the above procedure yields
approximations with roughly n relevant terms, which they support with several examples (where
the error is measured in L∞ norm). They also observed that this error seems to scale linearly
with σn . This result is very interesting, and of great practical use.
Now, in terms of the problems listed earlier, the result of Beylkin and Monzo´n lies somewhere
in between Problem (DI) and Problem (CI). They are working with a finite (sampled) sequence,
but are interested in the approximation of a function defined on an interval. In this paper, we will
show that results concerning Problems (CI) and (CH) can be obtained by considering limits of
type (DI) and (DH).
1.2. The approach of Beylkin and Monzo´n
Clearly, any method for solving (1.1) for a specific interval (or half-axis) can immediately be
generalized to any other interval (or half-axis). We will therefore restrict our attention to the case
[0, 2] and R+, starting with [0, 2]. Given any N ∈ N and f ∈ C([0, 2]), we define the sampling
operator SN : C([0, 2])→ C2N+1 by
SN f =

f

k
N
2N
k=0
. (1.12)
If it is clear from the context what N is we will sometimes write SN f = S f . The method of
Beylkin and Monzo´n goes as follows. Given a function f ∈ C([0, 2]), choose a “sufficiently
large” N ∈ N and form the Hankel matrix ΓS f . In the next step, we find its so called
con-eigenvectors and con-eigenvalues, that is, carry out the Takagi factorization of ΓS f with
u0, . . . ,uN ∈ CN+1 and σ B M0 ⩾ σ B M1 ⩾ · · · ⩾ σ B MN ⩾ 0 such that
ΓS f uk = σ B Mk uk, 0 ⩽ k ⩽ N ,
where the bar denotes complex conjugation and B M stands for Beylkin and Monzo´n (we will in
this paper work with a different normalization). It is not hard to see that the con-eigenvectors are
nothing but the singular vectors (from the standard singular value decomposition of ΓS f ) rotated
in appropriate position, and that the con-eigenvalues are the singular values of ΓS f . We will in
the remainder refer to these as the singular vectors/values. One then chooses an n such that
σ B Mn ≈ ϵ, (1.13)
where ϵ is the desired approximation accuracy. Let z1, . . . , zN denote the roots of |un =∑N
k=0 un(k)zk . Beylkin and Monzo´n obtain the following result:
Theorem 1.2. Assume that the zeros of |un all have multiplicity 1. Then there are coefficients
c1, . . . , cN such that
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k=1
ckΓ(z jk )2Nj=0
 = σ B Mn , (1.14)
where the norm refers to the operator norm for matrices, andS f − N−
k=1
ck(z
j
k )
2N
j=0

l2
⩽ σ B Mn . (1.15)
We remark that if a zk equals zero, then (z
j
k )
2N
j=0 is to be replaced by the sequence (1, 0, 0, . . .).
The coefficients ck such that (1.14) holds can be easily found by solving a certain
Vandermonde system; we refer the reader to [3] for the details. Eq. (1.15) holds for these
coefficients as well, but if we are interested in the best l2 approximation, the optimal coefficients
ck are different, and can be found with a least squares approach.
To get back to the original function f , one observes that with ζk = −iN ln zk (where ln
denotes the branch of the complex logarithm defined on C \ (−∞, 0]), we have
(zk
j )2Nj=0 = S(eiζk x |[0,2]), (1.16)
where |[0,2] indicates the restriction of eiζk x to the interval [0, 2]. (We will in the future omit
this technicality and simply write eiζk x whenever it is clear from the context that we are only
concerned with the interval [0, 2].) It is thus natural to expect that f is close to ∑Nk=1 ckeiζk x in
some sense, which we will come back to below. Taken by itself, Theorem 1.2 is of limited value
for obtaining a sparse approximation of the function f . In order for S f to properly reflect f , one
needs to oversample, yielding a large number of terms (N ) in the sum of (1.14). Moreover, if n
is chosen to be large (so that the accuracy σ B Mn of the approximation improves), one can show
that the algorithm is close to what is known as Prony’s method, which is from the 19th century
and is known to be unstable. We refer the reader to [3], Section 2.3, for further details. The value
of Theorem 1.2 lies in combining it with the following numerical observations made by Beylkin
and Monzo´n:
Observations:
1. On choosing relatively small values of n, the numerical instabilities associated with Prony’s
method disappear.
2. For many functions (e.g. special functions related to physical problems), the σ B Mk ’s decay
very fast, and hence one may obtain σ B Mn ≈ ϵ for quite small values of n (cf. (1.13)).
3. Roughly N − n of the terms ck(zk j )2Nj=0 in (1.14) and (1.15) become so small that they can be
omitted without significantly changing the sum.
Hence, upon renumbering the zk’s we obtain, by Theorem 1.2, Eq. (1.16) and Observation 3
above, thatS

f −
n−
k=1
ckeiζk x

l2
. σ B Mn . (1.17)
However, this does not say anything about the difference ‖ f (x)−∑nk=1 ckeiζk x‖L2([0,2]) between
the actual functions. Clearly, the left hand side is close to
√
N‖ f (x) −∑nk=1 ckeiζk x‖L2([0,2]) if
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the functions are smooth enough in comparison with the sampling rate. Thus one might hope to
be able to prove that f (x)− n−
k=1
ckeiζk x

L2
. σ
B M
n (N )√
N
. (1.18)
The obstacle here is that both ζk and σ B Mn depend on N , and therefore any attempts to take the
limit as N →∞ will be problematic. We will show that
σ B Mn (N ) ∼ N (1.19)
for large N ; see Theorem 4.4 below. (∼ means that the limit of the quotient exists.) Thus (1.18)
is indeed true if N is large enough, but it yields a poor estimate of the actual error. From (1.19)
we also conclude that the choice of n according to (1.13) is unsuitable, because σ B Mn depends
significantly on the sampling density N . This complication has also been noted by Beylkin and
Monzo´n in recent papers, where they instead choose ϵ ≈ σn/σ0 (see [4,5]), but the choice is not
backed up by theoretical arguments.
Nevertheless, the algorithm yields strong results for the functions considered in [3]. As an ex-
ample of the magnitudes involved in a specific case, take f to be the Bessel function J0(100πx)
on [0, 1] with 50 oscillations that is studied in the introduction of [3]. They obtain f (x)− 28−
k=1
ckeiζk x

L∞([0,1])
≈ ϵ
with ϵ ≈ 10−11, σ B M28 ≈ 10−10 and N = 214. However, by (1.19) the closeness of values of
σ B M28 and ϵ must clearly be a coincidence, since σ
B M
28 roughly grows linearly with N .
1.3. Contributions of this paper
We now present some of the key contributions of the present paper. We will not address
the problem of describing which functions satisfy Observation 2, but study Observations 1
and 3 quite extensively. Let the dependence of σ B Mn , ck and ζk on N be explicit, that is,
σ B Mn = σ B Mn (N ), ck = ck(N ) and ζk = ζk(N ). Clearly, one would like to know what happens
when N → ∞; whether these numbers converge and, if so, whether some estimate similar
to (1.18) is asymptotically stable as N → ∞. However, we wish to underline that from an
applied perspective it is not desirable to work with large values of N , and that the purpose of the
analysis in this paper is to shed light on the issue of whether (and in which norm) the computed
approximations can be expected to be close to the original function, even for small values of N .
We will show that ζk(N ) and ck(N ) (if ordered properly and under certain conditions) have
finite limits as N → ∞ (Theorems 5.1 and 6.1). This clearly supports Observation 1, since
it shows that the algorithm is stable with respect to changes in N . We will also show that the
outcome of the algorithm is stable with respect to perturbations in f . Moreover, we will see that
σ B Mn (N )
N has a limit as N → ∞, and that in certain cases the approximation error, measured in
the operator norm as in Problems (CI) and (CH), is bounded by this value.
We now present the results in greater detail. We show (Theorem 4.4) that 1N ΓSN f can be
interpreted as approximations of the integral operators W f defined by (1.3). Such operators (or
unitary equivalent versions) have been studied in, for example, [8,18,11]. We will refer to these
operators as truncated Hankel operators. For functions f ∈ L1([0, 2]), W f is known to be
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compact, and hence it generates a basis of singular vectors un ∈ L2([0, 1]) and singular values
σn ∈ R+. Letting σn(N ) denote the singular values of 1N ΓSN f (i.e. σn(N ) = σ
B M
n (N )
N ), the above
facts imply that
lim
N→∞ σn(N ) = σn, (1.20)
establishing (1.19). Wherever convenient, we will treat the un’s as functions on R that are
identically zero outside [0, 1]. Let ζk denote the zeros of the inverse Fourier transform |un of
un , regarded as an entire function on C. We shall show that the vectors un(N ) are, in a sense
to be made precise in Section 4, approximations of un , which in particular yields that the nodes
ζk(N ) can be indexed so that
lim
N→∞ ζk(N ) = ζk
(Theorem 5.1). As argued earlier, this supports Observation 1, but it also sheds some light on
why Beylkin and Monzo´n’s algorithm is stable whereas Prony’s method (which uses uN (N )) is
not: the singular vectors un of W f are continuous functions on [0, 1] which generically (that is,
when W f has distinct singular values) depend continuously on f in L1 norm. However, it can
be shown (Lemma 4.2) that small perturbations of f affect un more for higher values of n. Thus
small changes in f can completely change uN (N ), and there is no reason for this vector to be
related to uN (in contrast to the case un(N ) with N ≫ n).
Concerning Observation 2, we have (1.20) and the fact that limn→∞ σn = 0 (see Theo-
rem 2.8), but this is of course a much weaker statement than that σn decays rapidly. We make no
attempt to characterize classes of functions for which rapid decay is present, but we point out that
we have observed numerically that this is intimately connected with the degree of smoothness of
f ; see Fig. 4. This brings us to Observation 3. We will prove that 3 is a direct consequence of a
modified version of the AAK theorem, for the class of functions f with
f |[1,2] = 0 (1.21)
(and also, after appropriate modifications have been made to the above theory, for functions f in
L1(R+); see Theorems 5.2 and 6.1). In this case, W f is equivalent to the “Hankel operator on
R+”, G f , defined by (1.2).1As mentioned earlier, we recast the AAK theorem for these operators,
as follows:
Theorem 1.3. Given f ∈ L1(R+), let un/σn be the singular functions/values of G f . The
function
|un(ζ ) = ∫ ∞
0
un(x)eiζ x dx, 2
which is analytic in C+, has precisely n zeros ζ1, . . . , ζn ∈ C+. Moreover, assuming for
simplicity that these zeros are distinct, there are coefficients c1, . . . , cn ∈ C such thatG f − n−
j=1
c jGeiζ j x
 = σn .
1 If f is a function satisfying (1.21) and is only defined on [0, 2], we view f as a function identically zero on the
interval [1,∞).
2 Note that the meaning of ·ˇ changes depending on whether · is a function on R (· = u) or a sequence (· = u);
cf. (1.11).
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For f ∈ L1(R+), this theorem in combination with the previous results not only proves that
the algorithm does indeed yield approximations with only n terms (albeit the approximation
being achieved for a norm different from the L2 or L∞ norms), but also is useful in practice,
because it shows where to find the significant nodes, ζ j , j = 1, . . . , n. We wish to underline that
from a theoretical perspective the algorithm thus works for all functions in L1(R+). However, the
rate of decay of σn as a function of n is typically faster for smooth functions f with regularities,
and thus from a practical perspective the algorithm works better for classes of smooth functions,
as one is able to obtain good approximations with a small value of n. This (and other interesting
observations) is investigated from a numerical perspective in [4,5], but a theoretical study of such
phenomena falls beyond the scope of the present article, although this would be a very interesting
task.
For the Problem (CI), the assumption (1.21) is clearly too restrictive. It is not known whether
an AAK-type theorem holds for the truncated Hankel operators in general (that is, whether
Problems (CI) or (DI) have solutions), and henceforth we are not able to prove that the algorithm
provides sparse approximations in general. In this case, un has support in [0, 1], and hence|Un has
infinitely many zeros in C. Our numerical simulations seem to confirm Beylkin and Monzo´n’s
Observation 3 that, among all the zeros {ζk} of|un , it is possible to single out roughly n significant
ones. Moreover, in Section 3 we show by using numerical examples that if we denote the selected
zeros by ζ sel1 , . . . , ζ
sel
n then it is often possible to achieveW f − n−
j=1
c jW
e
iζ selj x
 = σn,
which indicates that some form of the AAK theorem is indeed true for the truncated Hankel
operators as well.
We return to the case where f satisfies (1.21) (or, more generally, f ∈ L1(R+)), and dis-
cuss the issue raised already in (1.18)—namely, what can be said about the difference f −∑n
j=1 c j eiζ j x in terms of more usual norms, L∞ or L2 for instance. In Section 7 we prove that
sup
‖ f ‖L p
‖G f ‖ : ∀ f ∈ L
p(R+)

= ∞ (1.22)
for any 1 ⩽ p ⩽∞, and a similar conclusion holds for functions on [0, 2] and the corresponding
operators W f . Large ratios above are obtained for the function f (x) = 1/x , “rounded off” near
x = 0 and x = ∞. Combining this with Theorem 1.3 it is then easy to see that one can take
smooth functions f such that
‖ f−∑nj=1 c j eiζ j x‖L p
σn
is arbitrarily large.
We then provide estimates of ‖G f ‖ in terms of the BMO norm of the Fourier transform of f .
In Section 8 we offer a more intricate algorithm which is proven to be asymptotically stable and
yields an estimate of the error with respect to the L2 norm.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present AAK theory and related results for
“Hankel operators on R+” (G f ), and in Section 3 we review what is known about the truncated
Hankel operators (W f ) as well as showing some numerical results and a conjecture. Parts of
Section 2 are intended as an introduction for non-specialists to the necessary Hardy space theory.
In Sections 4–6 we prove the convergence results for the singular values (σn’s), the nodes (ζ j ’s)
and the approximation coefficients (c j ’s), respectively, as well as a number of other results that
relate the operators G f and W f to their matrix approximants ( 1N ΓS f and 1N ΓS f ). Section 7 is
devoted to estimates of the operator norms and Section 8 to a modification of the algorithm.
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2. Hankel operators on H2(D) and H2(C+)
For the readers not familiar with Hardy space theory and the AAK theorem in particular
(Theorem 1.1), Sections 2.1 and 2.2 serve as a very brief introduction. Excellent expositions on
Hardy space theory are the books by Duren [10] and Koosis [14], but these books do not discuss
the AAK theorem. Section 4 in Peller’s book on Hankel operators [16] is devoted to a complete
proof of the AAK theorem. The proof in the case where the Hankel operator is compact is simpler
and can also be found in [17]. For completely different proofs, that actually appeared earlier than
the work of Adamyan et al. [1], see Clark [7] and Butz [6]. The main steps will be outlined below.
In Section 2.3 we give an AAK-type theorem for the real line Hankel operators.
2.1. A review of H2(D)
Let T denote the unit circle and let the norm in L2(T) be given by ‖φ‖2 =  2π0 |φ(eit )|2 dt2π .
Let F : L2(T)→ l2(Z) denote the unitary Fourier transform, that is,
F(φ)(k) =
∫ 2π
0
φ(eit )e−ikt dt
2π
.
As usual, we will also denote F(φ) by φˆ and similarly ·ˇ denotes the inverse transform, so ˇˆφ = φ.
The space H2(D) is customarily defined as a Hilbert space of analytic functions on D satisfying
a certain mean growth restriction near the boundary T. More precisely, an analytic function φ on
D is in H2(D) if
‖φ‖H2(D) = sup
r∈(0,1)
∫ 2π
0
|φ(reit )|2 dt
2π
<∞. (2.1)
Alternatively, one may define H2(D) as the subset of L2(T) given by F−1(l2(N)), that is, the
set of functions whose Fourier coefficients with negative index are zero. Clearly, each element
φ(z) =∑∞k=0 ck zk following the latter definition defines an analytic function inD on considering
z as an independent variable in D. It is a standard fact that the set of functions obtained in this
way coincides with the first definition and the two norms are the same. Given an analytic function
φ in H2(D) using the first definition, the corresponding function on T is obtained by taking “non-
tangential limits” of φ. Therefore, when dealing with H2(D)we will make no distinction between
the analytic function in D and its “boundary function” on T. Analogous facts hold for all H p(D)
spaces, 1 ⩽ p ⩽∞, where H p(D) is defined in analogy with (2.1) except for p = ∞; H∞(D)
is then simply defined as the space of all bounded analytic functions on D.
We now recall some elementary results concerning H2(D). Given z0 ∈ D, set
kz0(ζ ) =
1
1− z0ζ
where the bar denotes complex conjugation. kz0 is called the reproducing kernel for z0 due to the
formula
φ(z0) = ⟨φ, kz0⟩, ∀φ ∈ H2(D)
which follows immediately from Parseval’s identity and
kz0 = (z0 j )∞j=0. (2.2)
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Let z : D → D denote the function z(ζ ) = ζ . Note that the operator Mz : H2(D) → H2(D)
given by Mz(φ) = zφ is a bounded operator with ‖Mz‖ = 1. Let S : l2(N) → l2(N) be the
unilateral shift operator, that is,
S(f) = (0, f0, f1, . . .).
It is easy to see that S and Mz are unitarily equivalent with respect to F |H2(D), the restriction of
the Fourier transform to H2(D). Whenever there is no risk of confusion we will omit |H2(D). We
will write, for example,
S = FMzF−1, (2.3)
instead of S = F |H2(D)MzF−1|l2(N).
Proposition 2.1 below is a special case of Beurling’s theorem which characterizes all Mz-
invariant subspaces in H2(D). Given φ ∈ H2(D) let invMz (φ) denote the invariant subspace
generated by φ and Mz , that is,
invMz (φ) = cl(Span {zkφ : k = 0, 1, . . .}),
where cl denotes the closure. Given a sequence (z1, . . . , zK ) in D with distinct numbers, let
M((zk)Kk=1) ⊂ H2(D) be defined by
M((zk)Kk=1) = {φ ∈ H2(D) : φ(z j ) = 0, j = 1, . . . , K }. (2.4)
If repetitions are present in (z1, . . . , zK ) and z j appears n j times, say, then we simply modify
the above definition to require that φ has a zero of multiplicity n j at z j . Note that in the case
when all zk’s are distinct, we have
M((zk)Kk=1) = {kz j , j = 1, . . . , K }⊥ = H2(D)⊖ {kz j , j = 1, . . . , K }. (2.5)
Proposition 2.1. Let φ ∈ H2(D) be a polynomial and let z1, . . . , zK ∈ D be its zeros in D,
repeated according to multiplicity. Then
invMz (φ) =M((zk)Kk=1).
Moreover any Mz-invariant subspace M ⊂ H2(D) with finite codimension K is of the above
form.
2.2. Hankel operators and the AAK theorem
We now give a brief summary of Hankel operators, in particular, the theorems of Nehari,
Hartman and Kronecker, as well as outlining some of the ideas underlying the proof of the AAK
theorem (Theorem 1.1). Set H2−(D) = L2(T)⊖H2(D) and let Z− = Z\N = {−k}∞k=1. We define
P+ and P− to be the orthogonal projections in l2(Z) with ranges l2(N) and l2(Z−). By abuse of
notation we use the same notation for the corresponding operators from L2(T) onto H2(D) and
H2−(D) respectively. Given ψ ∈ L2(T), we define the Hankel operator Hψ : H2(D) → H2−(D)
via
Hψ (φ) = P−(ψφ), (2.6)
whenever ψ is such that this yields a bounded operator. It is a simple exercise to check that if
we set fk = ψˆ(−1 − k) and take the sequence (zk)∞k=0 as a basis in H2(D) and (z−k)∞k=1 as a
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basis in H2−(D), then the matrix corresponding to Hψ is precisely Γf as defined in (1.4). Thus Hψ
and Γf are the same from an operator theoretic viewpoint. We will always use the notation Hψ
for Hankel operators defined via (2.6) and Γf for Hankel operators defined via (1.4). A way to
define Hankel operators that is more formal than (1.4) is via the following commutator relation:
an operator Γ : l2(N)→ l2(N) is Hankel if and only if it satisfies
Γ S = S∗Γ . (2.7)
Note that S∗ is the “backward shift operator”.
Now, given a Hankel operator Γf, any functionψ such that Hψ is equivalent to Γf as above will
be called a symbol of Γf. Note that P+ψ does not affect the operator, so there are many symbols
for a given Hankel matrix Γf. In fact, f is completely determined by P−ψ , which is called the
“standard symbol” for Γf. A natural question is clearly that of for which f’s the operator Γf
is bounded and how to compute the norm. If ψ ∈ L∞ is a symbol for Γf we clearly have
‖Γf‖ ⩽ ‖ψ‖L∞ . Conversely, we have the following theorem due to Nehari in 1957 [15].
Theorem 2.2 (NEHARI). A Hankel operator Γf is bounded if and only if there exists a symbol ψ
in L∞. In this case
‖Γf‖ = inf{‖ψ‖L∞}
where the infimum is taken over all possible symbols.
Combined with the celebrated characterization of BMO by C. Fefferman, this implies that Hψ
is bounded if and only if P−ψ ∈ B M O . Moreover Hψ is compact if and only if P−ψ ∈ V M O ,
which follows from the next theorem which describes all compact Hankel operators [12].
Theorem 2.3 (HARTMAN). A Hankel operator Γf is compact if and only if there exists a
continuous symbol.
In particular, note that Γf is compact if f ∈ l1(N). Finally, the finite rank Hankel operators are
characterized by Kronecker’s theorem.
Theorem 2.4 (KRONECKER). Let ψ ∈ H2(D) be given. The Hankel operator Hzφ has rank
n <∞ if and only if there exists a rational function r on C ∪ {∞} with deg r = n and all poles
outside D, such that ψ = r |T.
Kronecker’s theorem is at first hard to interpret. In the case when r does not have poles of
multiplicity higher than 1 (which is the “usual case”), the theorem says that the corresponding Γf
can be written as
f =
n−
j=1
c j (z
k
j )
∞
k=0,
with z1, . . . , zn ∈ D and c1, . . . , cn ∈ C. Note that Ker Γf is S-invariant by (2.7), and that
Γfu = 0 if and only if
f¯ ⊥ invS(u). (2.8)
On the basis of these observations and Beurling’s theorem (Proposition 2.1) it is a simple exercise
to prove Kronecker’s theorem. Recall that one may define the nth singular value σn of Γf by
σn = inf{‖Γf − K‖ : Rank K = n}.
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By Kronecker’s theorem, the AAK theorem can thus be reformulated as saying that a best rank
n approximant of Γf can be taken to be a Hankel operator as well, and the theorem is often stated
in this way. However, the theorem says much more, because its proof actually shows how to
calculate the symbol of the best rank n Hankel approximant. We outline the main steps below.
Let f ∈ l1(N) be fixed for the remainder of this section and let u0,u1, . . . ∈ l2(N) be
the singular vectors of Γf, that is, σ 2n un = Γ ∗f Γfun . (These form a basis for l2(N), since Γf
is compact.) A short argument using the polar decomposition of Γf and the obvious identity
Γ ∗f = Γf shows that the un’s can be chosen to satisfy
σnun = Γfun . (2.9)
(These vectors are sometimes referred to as con-eigenvectors, following [13].) Now consider n
to be fixed and set ω = σn z|un|un . Moreover let v ∈ l2(N) be given by vk = F(ω)(−k − 1). Note
that ω is a symbol for Γv, that ‖ω‖L∞ = σn and that σnun = Γvun . In particular, combined with
Nehari’s theorem this yields
‖Γv‖ = σn (2.10)
and moreover, 0 = Γfun − Γvun = Γf−vun so
f− v ⊥ invS(un) (2.11)
by (2.8). We are now almost in a position to give a brief outline of the proof of the AAK theorem.
The missing, and hard, piece lies in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.5. invS(un) has codimension n.
See [6,16] for two completely different proofs. Now, let n be fixed. By Lemma 2.5 and
Beurling’s theorem, |un has precisely n zeros, which is the first part of Theorem 1.1. To see the
second part, let us denote the zeros of|un by z1, . . . , zn , and assume that these have multiplicity
1. By (2.11), (2.3) and Proposition 2.1 we conclude that
f− v ∈ Span {kz1 , . . . ,kzn },
which by (2.2) implies that there exist c1, . . . , cn ∈ C such that
f− v =
n−
j=1
c j (z
k
j )
∞
k=0. (2.12)
Except for uniqueness of the c j ’s the proof of Theorem 1.1 is now complete becauseΓf − n−
j=1
c jΓ(zkj )∞k=0
 = ‖Γv‖ = σn
by (2.10). The uniqueness is difficult to prove; we refer the reader to [1] or [16]. For future
reference, we state the Adamjan, Arov, and Krein theorem for compact Hankel operators in the
H2(D) environment, which is the usual form.
Theorem 2.6. Let ψ ∈ C(T) be given and let Hψ , σn , un etc. be as above. Let n ∈ N be fixed
and assume that σn ∉ {σk}k≠n . Then|un has exactly n zeros z1, . . . , zn ∈ D (repetitions allowed)
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and there is a unique rational function r with poles at z1−1, . . . , zn−1 such that
‖Hψ − Hzr‖ = σn .
Moreover, the multiplicity of the poles of r equals the multiplicities of the corresponding zeros
of |un .
Remark. The assumption ψ ∈ C(T) is not necessary but simplifies the statement.
2.3. Hankel operators on R
We will first briefly recapitulate some of the theory for the Hardy space H2(C+) and its
Hankel operators, and then reformulate the AAK theorem in this setting. C+ stands for the open
upper half-plane in C, that is, {ζ : Imζ > 0} = C+. Much of the theory is similar to that of
H2(D) and we will therefore often use the same symbols for corresponding objects. We will
reserve the letters z, ζ, x for the independent variable in D,C+ and R+ respectively. Also, φ,ψ
will typically denote functions in H2(D), whilst Φ,Ψ and f, g belong to H2(C+) and L2(R+)
respectively. We will treat L2(R+) as a space of functions identically 0 on R− and we will use
the notation χR+ for the characteristic function of the interval R+.
One defines H2(C+) as a space of analytic functions on C+ in analogy with H2(D), where
the integrals in (2.1) are replaced by integrals on lines parallel with R. Equivalently, one may
consider H2(C+) as F−1(L2(R+)), where F denotes the unitary Fourier transform, defined
below. Given Φ ∈ H2(C+) the corresponding function on R (also denoted by Φ), is given a.e.
by non-tangential limits and for ζ ∈ C+ and we have
Φ(ζ ) = F−1(Φˆ) = 1√
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
Φˆ(x)eiζ x dx,
where Φˆ = F(Φ) ∈ L2(R+). Given any ζ0 ∈ C+, the above formula implies that
Φ(ζ0) = ⟨Φ,F−1(χR+eiζ0x )⟩ =

Φ,
−1√
2π i(ζ − ζ0)

(2.13)
so we see that
kζ0(ζ ) =
i√
2π(ζ − ζ0)
(2.14)
is the reproducing kernel for ζ0.
Let α : D→ C+ be the analytic bijection given by
α(z) = i 1+ z
1− z ,
and let β : C+ → D denote its inverse β(ζ ) = ζ−i
ζ+i . Moreover let U : L2(T) → L2(R) be the
unitary map given by
U(φ)(ζ ) = φ(β(ζ ))√
π(ζ + i) .
The inverse is
U−1(Φ)(z) = 2
√
π iΦ(α(z))
1− z .
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Set H2−(C+) = L2(R) ⊖ H2(C+). It can be shown that U maps H2(D) onto H2(C+) (see
e.g. [14]), and hence Ran U |H2−(D) = H2−(C+). Explicitly this can be seen by noting that if
φ ∈ H2(D) then
U(zφ) = U(φ). (2.15)
In analogy with the discussion in Section 2.1, we let P+ denote the projection from L2(R) onto
either H2(C+) or L2(R+), where the context determines which one is intended. If there is risk
for confusion we will denote them by PH2(C+) and PL2(R+). P− is defined in a similar manner.
Note that F PH2(C+) = PL2(R+)F whereas F−1 PH2(C+) = PL2(R−)F−1. Moreover note that
U PH2(D) = PH2(C+)U , that
U |H2(D)({φ : φ(z0) = 0}) = {Φ : Φ(α(z0)) = 0} (2.16)
and in particular that
U(kz0) = Ckα(z0), (2.17)
where C = −
√
2i
(1−z0) .
We now turn to the Hankel operators on H2(C+). Given a function f ∈ L1(R+) (or L1(R)),
recall that G f : L2(R+)→ L2(R+) was defined by
G f (g)(·) =
∫ ∞
0
f (· + y)g(y)dy.
Proposition 2.7 below shows that these operators are unitarily equivalent with the classical
Hankel operators, which justifies the terminology. We first note that
‖G f ‖ ⩽ ‖ f ‖L1(R+), (2.18)
which is an application of the triangle inequality. The reverse inequality is false. A more accurate
estimate of ‖G f ‖ is given in Section 7, as well as in Theorem 2.9. For anyΨ ∈ L∞(R) we define
HΨ : H2(C+)→ H2−(C+) via
HΨ (Φ) = PH2−(C+)(ΨΦ).
Proposition 2.7. Given f ∈ L1(R+), set Ψ = √2π fˆ and ψ = Ψ ◦α. Then G f = F−1 HΨF−1
and U−1 HΨU = Hψ . In particular, if |un is a singular vector for Hψ with zero set {zk}, then
un = FU(|un) is a singular vector for G f and ζk = α(zk) are the zeros of |un .
Proof. Recall the identities around (2.15). For any g ∈ L2(R+) we have
F−1 HΨF−1(g) = PL2(R+)F−1(Ψ gˇ) =
√
2π
−1
PL2(R+)(Ψˇ ∗ ˇˇg)
= √2π−1 PL2(R+)
∫
R
Ψˇ(· − y)g(−y)dy
= √2π−1 PL2(R+)
∫ ∞
0
Ψˇ(· + y)g(y)dy.
which establishes the first claim. For the second, we have
U−1 HΨUφ = U−1 PH2−(C+)(Ψ · Uφ) = PH2−(D)U
−1(Ψ · Uφ)
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= PH2−(D)(Ψ ◦ α · U
−1Uφ) = HΨ◦α(φ).
The statement about the singular vectors is an obvious consequence of these unitary equivalences
and the definition of U . 
With the above definitions, the class of operators of the form HΨ is larger than the set of
operators G f , because given Ψ ∈ L∞(R), f = Ψˇ/
√
2π is not necessarily in L1(R). For
example, if Ψ(x) = e−ix , then f = δ1 in the distributional sense and G f could be defined
as the operator G f (g) = g(1 − x)χ[0,1](x). We will have no need for such symbols so we omit
them from our analysis.
We can now easily prove the following theorem, which is a combination of Hartman’s theorem
and the Takagi factorization.
Theorem 2.8. Given any f ∈ L1(R+), G f is a compact operator and there is a basis of singular
vectors u0, u1, . . . such that σnun = G f un for all n.
Proof. Define Ψ and ψ as in Proposition 2.7. As f ∈ L1(R) it follows that Ψ is continuous and
approaches zero at infinity, by the Riemann–Lebesgue lemma. Hence ψ = Ψ ◦ α is continuous
on T (even at z = 1), so by Theorem 2.3 we get that Hψ is compact. Thus G f is compact as well.
Let σn be the singular values of Hψ . By (2.9) we can choose the singular vectors |un such that
σnz|un = Hψ|un . Set un = FU(|un). Using (2.15) and Proposition 2.7 we get
G f un = G fFU(|un) = F−1 HΨU(|un) = F−1UHψ (|un)
= F−1U(σnz|un) = σnF−1U(|un) = σnFU(|un) = σnun
which establishes the second statement. 
Nehari’s theorem (Theorem 2.2) can now be reformulated as follows:
Theorem 2.9. Given f ∈ L1(R+) set Ψ = √2π fˆ . Then ‖G f ‖ = ‖Ψ‖L∞/H∞(C+).
Given a set K ⊂ C let Rat (K ) denote the set of rational functions whose poles are all located
in the complement of cl(K ). Kronecker’s theorem reads as follows.
Theorem 2.10. Given Ψ ∈ L∞ such that HΨ has rank n, then HΨ = HR , where R ∈ Rat (C+)
has precisely n poles (counting multiplicity). Moreover there exists an f ∈ L1(R+) such that
G f = F−1 HΨF−1. If the poles of R have multiplicity 1 and are located at the points ζ1, . . . , ζn ,
then there are c1, . . . , cn ∈ C such that
f =
n−
j=1
c j eiζ j x .
Proof. Put ψ = Ψ ◦ α. By Proposition 2.7 the operator Hψ has rank n as well. It is a simple
exercise to see that Theorem 2.4 implies that there exists an r ∈ Rat (D) such that Hψ = Hr .
Thus HΨ = Hr◦β , from which the first part immediately follows with R = r ◦ β. For the second
part, note that there exist c0, . . . , cn such that
R = √2π

c0 +
n−
j=1
c j kζ j

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(cf. (2.14)). Setting f = ∑nj=1 c jχR+eiζ j x , the statement now follows by Proposition 2.7, the
fact that H1 = 0 and
F(χR+eiζ j x ) = kζ j ,
which can either be verified directly or via (2.13) and (2.14). 
With HΨ as in Theorem 2.10, we note that
Ker HΨ =M((ζk)Kk=1),
where M((ζk)Kk=1) is defined analogously to (2.4). Also note that invMz (φ) = cl(Rat (D)φ) for
any φ ∈ H2(D), so it follows that
U(invMz (φ)) = cl(Rat (C+)U(φ)). (2.19)
We are finally in position to prove the AAK theorem for R+.
Theorem 2.11. Given f ∈ L1(R+), let {un}n⩾0 be the singular vectors of G f . If the non-zero
singular values satisfy σn ∉ {σk}k≠n , then each|un has exactly n zeros ζ1, . . . , ζn in C+, which
we assume to have multiplicity 1. Then there are unique coefficients c1, . . . , cn ∈ C such thatG f − n−
j=1
c jGeiζ j x
 = σn .
Proof. Let Ψ and ψ be as in Proposition 2.7. The first statement follows immediately from
Lemma 2.5 and Proposition 2.7. The AAK theorem (Theorem 2.6) says that there is an r ∈
Rat (D) with degree n such that ‖Hψ − Hr‖ = σn . By Proposition 2.7 we have
‖HΨ − Hr◦β‖ = ‖U(Hψ − Hr )U−1‖ = σn
and clearly r ◦ β ∈ Rat (C+). The poles of r ◦ β are located at the points ζ1, . . . , ζn by
Theorem 2.6, Proposition 2.7 and the identity α(z¯−1) = α(z). The theorem now follows by
Theorem 2.10. 
Remark. The assumption that|un has zeros with multiplicity 1 is made for notational simplicity
only. If this assumption does not hold, then we have to work with approximations of the
form χR+
∑
p j (x)eiζ j x , where p j is a polynomial such that deg(p j ) + 1 is the multiplicity
of the zero ζ j . Kronecker’s theorem then states that G f has finite rank if and only if f is
of the above form and moreover Rank G f = ∑(deg(p j ) + 1). However, this more general
form is an “exceptional case”, which can be motivated in several ways. For one, we have
never encountered it in applications. Another is that the set Gn = {χR+
∑
p j (x)eiζ j x : ζ j ∈
C+, p j polynomials with
∑
(deg(p j )+ 1) = n} can be seen as a 2n-dimensional differentiable
manifold in which Gn \ {χR+
∑n
j=1 c j eiζ j x : ζ j ∈ C+, c j ∈ C} is a submanifold of lower
dimension. Similar justifications can be made for assumptions like σn ∉ {σk}k≠n , but we will not
repeat this in the remainder of the text.
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3. Truncated Hankel operators
Recall that, given f ∈ L1([0, 2]),3 we defined the truncated Hankel operators W f :
L2([0, 1])→ L2([0, 1]) via
W f g(x) =
∫ 1
0
f (x + y)g(y)dy.
Let P[0,1] : L2(R+)→ L2([0, 1]) denote the “projection” P[0,1](g) = g|[0,1]. Then,
W f = P[0,1]G f |L2([0,1]),
which explains the term truncated Hankel operator. Moreover, if f |[1,2] = 0, then G f (g)(x) = 0
for all x > 1, so W f and G f are essentially the same object. If Ψ ∈ L∞(R) and Ψˇ |(0,2) = f (in
the distributional sense), then it follows from Proposition 2.7 that
W f g = P[0,1]F−1(
√
2πΨ gˇ). (3.1)
In particular,
‖W f ‖ ⩽
√
2π inf{‖Ψ‖ : Ψ ∈ L∞ such that Ψˇ |(0,2) = f } (3.2)
which should be compared with Nehari’s theorem (Theorem 2.9). It is known that the two
quantities in (3.2) are comparable, but that the equivalent of Nehari’s theorem does not hold,
that is, we do not have equality in (3.2) (see [8,18]). The best known constants are given in [8],
where it is shown that
‖W f ‖ ⩽
√
2π inf{‖Ψ‖ : Ψ ∈ L∞ such that Ψˇ |(0,2) = f } ⩽ 3‖W f ‖. (3.3)
R. Rochberg has shown that, in analogy with Kronecker’s theorem, a truncated Hankel operator
Wd has finite rank n if and only if d = ∑ p j (x)eiζ j x where ζ j ∈ C are distinct and p j are
polynomials such that
∑
(deg(p j )+ 1) = n.
Let f ∈ L1([0, 2]) be fixed. As W f is the truncation of G f , which by Hartman’s theorem is
compact (Theorem 2.8), we obtain that W f is compact as well. Its sequence of singular values
(σn)n⩾0 therefore converges to 0 and the corresponding singular vectors {un}n⩾0 form a basis for
L2([0, 1]). By Rochberg’s theorem we have that
σn ⩽ inf
‖W f −Wd‖ : d = −∑
(deg(p j )+1)=n
p j (x)eiζ j x
 . (3.4)
3.1. An AAK-type conjecture for truncated Hankel operators
Given a fixed f ∈ L2([0, 2]), assume for simplicity of the following discussion that the
infimum in (3.4) is attained for a d of the form d = ∑nj=1 c j eiζ j x and that the zeros of|un have
multiplicity 1 (see the remark at the end of Section 2.3). A question of crucial interest to the
current paper is clearly whether an AAK-type theorem holds for the truncated Hankel operators,
3 If f is a function defined on a larger interval we define W f as above, and conversely, if f is only defined on [0, 2]
we will sometimes treat it as a function on R that is zero outside of [0, 2].
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that is, whether we have equality in (3.4) and if so, whether|un(ζ j ) = 0 for j = 1, . . . , n. In the
discrete setting, this concerns Observation 3 of Beylkin and Monzo´n (see the Introduction), that
is, whether in (1.14) one can exchange N with n (even if ΓSF is not zero below the antidiagonal).
Set
sm(n) = inf

‖W f −Wd‖ : d =
m−
j=1
c j eiζ j x where|un(ζ j ) = 0 and c j ∈ C,∀ j

Observation: Commonly, σn = sn(n). When this fails to be true, one has σn = sm(n) with m
being only slightly larger than n.
We demonstrate this with a numerical example. We consider f (x) = J0(5πx) restricted to
[0, 2]. We sample it using N = 64, yielding a sampling using 129 points. f (x) and its sampling
S64 f are illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 1. In the right panel the corresponding singular values
σn of 164ΓS64 f are shown. Note the rapid decay. Let {ζ j }64j=1 denote the roots of |un(eiζ/64). We
want to select m nodes to compute sm(n). Due to combinatorial limitations it is not feasible to
try all possible combinations of nodes. One approach to selecting nodes is to first use all nodes
{ζ j }64j=1 to compute coefficients clsj by finding the best approximate solution to the (normalized)
Vandermonde system
64−
j=1
clsj ρ
−1
j e
iζ j (k/64) = f

k
64

, k = 0 . . . 128, (3.5)
using the least squares method, where
ρ j =
 128−
k=0
|eiζ j (k/64)|2. (3.6)
Guided by the sizes of |clsj |, we manually choose m points from {ζ j }64j=1. We denote the selected
nodes by {ζ selj }mj=1. We then solve the norm minimization problem
sselm (n) =
1
64
inf
c j
ΓS f − n−
j=1
c jΓSeiζ
sel
j x


. (3.7)
It is well known [21] that (3.7) can be solved by semidefinite programming. That is, we can
rewrite it as the minimization of a parameter in a linear expression with a conic constraint. Let
c = (c0, c1, . . . , cm), and set
B(c) = 1
64

c0 I ΓS f −
m−
j=1
c jΓSeiζ
sel
j x
ΓS f −
m−
j=1
c jΓSeiζ
sel
j x
∗
c0 I
 ,
where I denotes the identity matrix. Then the right hand side of (3.7) can then be formulated as
Minimize c0
subject to B(c) ⩾ 0, (3.8)
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Fig. 1. To the left a sampling using 2N + 1 nodes with N = 64, of the Bessel function f (x) = J0(5πx) restricted to
[0, 2]. To the right the singular values of corresponding Hankel matrix 164ΓS f are depicted in log10 scale. The sharp
bend in the decay is due to numerical errors, since the singular values with n > 15 are close to machine precision.
(   
))
(
Fig. 2. To the left the number of nodes m required for achieving the operator norm. To the right the difference between
sm (n) and σn on the log10 scale.
where ⩾ 0 means that the matrix is positive. There are several software packages available for
semidefinite programming problems. For the numerical experiments conducted in this paper we
have used SPDT3 [19,20]. We repeat the above procedure for various choices of m selected
nodes, and set sm(n) to be the minimum value of the corresponding values of sselm (n). Although
we have not been able to try all combinations of m selected nodes, we suppose for the coming
discussion that the computed value of sm(n) is accurate.
The astounding result is that most of the time we obtain sn(n) ≈ σn , where ≈ means that the
computed relative error is around machine precision. However, this is not always the case, but in
these cases it has always been possible to achieve sm(n) ≈ σn for some m close to n. In the left
panel of Fig. 2 we show the smallest value of m for which we were able to obtain sm(n) ≈ σn ,
as a function of n, where the associated error sm(n) − σn is shown on the log10 scale in the
right panel of Fig. 2. We see clearly that the number of nodes m needed to achieve the optimal
rank n operator approximation error, σn , is either n or only slightly larger. We have made this
observation also for more irregular functions than the Bessel function above.
Since our computation of sm(n) has not searched through all possible choices of m selected
nodes from {ζ j }64j=1, it is legitimate to ask whether the cases where m > n in Fig. 2 are simply
due to the fact that we have failed to select the best subset. We will therefore provide a simple
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Table 1
Table of coefficients c j and nodes ζ
sel
j for the Bessel function f (x) = J0(5πx), with sampling parameter N = 64, and
n = m = 10.
c j ζ j
0.640426971716869 + 0.567803150259391i −15.6909329754975 + 0.14130435472942i
0.640426971716869 − 0.567803150259388i 15.6909329754975 + 0.14130435472942i
0.347324639356882 + 0.299564838142957i −15.5196829798979 + 1.32909523617275i
0.347324639356882 − 0.299564838142964i 15.5196829798979 + 1.32909523617275i
0.248110743125971 + 0.192907927394262i −14.9006808599127 + 4.03823857846092i
0.248110743125975 − 0.192907927394271i 14.9006808599127 + 4.03823857846092i
0.239630309744016 + 0.135992330909887i −12.6746873221180 + 8.86445290248415i
0.239630309744016 − 0.135992330909894i 12.6746873221180 + 8.86445290248415i
0.267124253647658 + 0.056034505647581i −5.69520518424468 + 14.6656030245754i
0.267124253647651 − 0.056034505647585i 5.69520518424468 + 14.6656030245754i
example, namely f (x) = (x − 2)(x − 6)(x − 8), for which the approximation error σ1 cannot be
obtained using m = 1 node only. In this case we can investigate all possible nodes {ζ j }Nj=1.
For the case when N = 64, the single node which gives the smallest value of s1(1) is the
one corresponding to the second-largest least squares coefficient, |clsj |. In this case we have
that s1(1)−σ1
σ1
= 0.075655590127951, whereas if we use the optimal pair of nodes, we have
that s2(1)−σ1
σ1
≈ 3.421805926689377 · 10−14. The result above is characteristic for all cases
that we have seen; either the relative approximation error is around machine precision, or it is
significantly larger.
The result is stable as regards certain perturbations of the function. For instance, we can use
any
ft (x) = (x − 2)(x − 6)(x − t), (3.9)
for 7.4 < t < 8.4, without achieving s1(1) ≈ σ1. However, by choosing, e.g., t = 7.2 in (3.9) it
is possible to select one node ζ1 such that s1(1) ≈ σ1.
For reasons of reproducibility, we provide coefficients and nodes in Table 1 for the Bessel
function discussed earlier, in the case n = 10 and N = 64. In this case we have that for
dk =
10−
j=1
c jρ
−1
j e
iζ selj (k/64), k = 0 . . . 128, (3.10)
where ρ j is as in (3.6), it holds true that
1
64
‖ΓS f − Γd‖ ≈ σ10(64).
We note the symmetry of the coefficients and nodes for the real-valued function f .
3.2. Exact retrieval for sums of exponential functions
Here, we show that if
F(x) =
J−
j=1
c j eiζ j x , 0 < x < 2, ζ j ∈ C+, (3.11)
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where the ζ j ’s are distinct and all c j ’s are non-zero, then the algorithm of Beylkin and Monzo´n
works in the sense that it recovers the ζ j ’s if the sampling is tight enough and n ⩾ J .
Let f be as in (3.11), fix N > J and let ΓSN f be the corresponding Hankel matrix. It is easy
to see that ΓSN f has rank J , and thus any singular vector un ∈ CN+1 with n ⩾ J is just any
vector in the kernel of ΓSN f . Let u be such a vector and denote by {zk}Nk=1 the zeros of uˇ. By
Theorem 1.2 we then have
J−
j=1
c j

eiζ j (l/N )
2N
l=0 ∈ Span

(zk
l)2Nl=0
N
k=1 ,
and it is easy to show that this implies that
eiζ j /N
J
j=1 ⊂ {zk}
N
k=1
if N + J ⩽ 2N + 1.
4. Asymptotic behavior of ΓS f
In Sections 2 and 3 we provided AAK-type theorems/conjectures for G f and W f . However,
in the algorithm of Beylkin and Monzo´n one works with samples of f and finite Hankel matrices
ΓS f . In the coming three sections we show that all objects (nodes, singular vectors etc.) for
ΓS f are approximations of the corresponding objects for G f and W f . We ultimately establish
the claim that one can obtain approximations of the function f (with certain accuracy in certain
norms) by working with samples S f , and vice versa we show that in order to fully understand
the algorithm in the case of an interval, one further needs to study the operators W f .
We divide the analysis into two cases— f is a function either on a finite interval (I) or the half-
axis R+ (H). The proofs are very similar in the two cases, but slightly more complicated in the
latter case. We will therefore give the details for the latter case and simply state the corresponding
results for the former case in Section 4.2.
4.1. Case (H); f ∈ L1(R+)
In order to deal with non-continuous f ’s, we need to modify the sampling operator. Given
L , N ∈ N, we define
S˜N ,L f =
∫ k+1
N
k
N
f (x)dx
N L−2
k=0
. (4.1)
Note that the major difference between S˜N ,2 and SN (see (1.12)) is a factor of 1/N . We will now
show that ΓS˜N ,L f can be viewed as approximations of G f . We will use both χJ (x) and χ(J, x)
to denote the characteristic function of a set J . For each N ∈ N, set
bNk (x) =
√
Nχ
[
k
N
,
k + 1
N
]
, x

and let PN ,L : L2(R+) → L2(R+) be the orthogonal projection on the subspace spanned by
{bNk }N L−1k=0 . Note that {bNk }N L−1k=0 is an orthonormal set in L2(R+). Define IN ,L : C{0,...,N L−1} →
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L2(R+) by
IN ,L(a) =
N L−1−
k=0
akbNk , (4.2)
and note that IN ,LI∗N ,L = PN ,L as (I∗N ,L f )(k) = ⟨ f, bNk ⟩(0 ⩽ k < N L). We shall show that the
operator IN ,LΓS˜N ,2L f I
∗
N ,L converges to G f as L , N →∞. We will from now on omit L , N from
the notation whenever there is no risk for confusion. For any ϵ > 0 let ρϵ : C1(R+) → C(R+)
be defined by
ρϵ( f )(x) = sup{| f ′(y)| : |x − y| ⩽ ϵ}.
Proposition 4.1. Let f ∈ L1(R+) be given. Then
lim
L→∞ limN→∞ IN ,LΓS˜N ,2L f I
∗
N ,L = G f
in the operator norm. If, in addition, we have f ∈ C1(R+) then
‖G f − IΓS˜ f I∗‖ ⩽
4+ 2/√3
N
∫ 2L
0
x |ρ2/N ( f )(x)|2dx + 3
∫ ∞
L−1
| f (x)|dx .
Proof. Consider L to be fixed and set JN = [0, L − 1/N ) and J ′N = [L − 1/N ,∞). Given
g ∈ L∞(R+) let Mg : L2(R+)→ L2(R+) be given by Mg(h) = gh. To prove the inequality, it
suffices to show that
‖MχJN G f MχJN − IΓS˜ f I∗‖ ⩽
4+ 2/√3
N
∫ 2L
0
x |ρ2/N ( f )(x)|2dx, (4.3)
because MχJ ′N
+ MχJN = I , MχJ ′N I = I
∗MχJ ′N = 0,
‖MχJ ′N G f ‖ = ‖MχJ ′N G(χJ ′N f )‖ ⩽ ‖MχJ ′N ‖‖χJ ′N f ‖L1 ⩽
∫ ∞
L−1
| f (x)|dx

and by a similar calculation we have ‖G f MχJ ′N ‖ ⩽
∞
L−1 | f (x)|dx . We assume for the moment
that (4.3) has been proven. For continuous f is not hard to see that limN→∞ MχJN G f MχJN =
MχJ∞G f MχJ∞ . Given f such that the right hand side of (4.3) is finite, we thus get
lim
N→∞ IΓS˜ f I
∗ = MχJ∞G f MχJ∞ . (4.4)
It is easy to see that IΓS˜ f I∗(I−P) = 0 and that Ran P is a reducing subspace for IΓS˜ f I∗. The
norm of IΓS˜ f I∗ is thus completely determined by IΓS˜ f I∗|Ran P as an operator from Ran P
to Ran P . From the definition of IΓS˜ f I∗ it follows immediately that the matrix representing
IΓS˜ f I∗ in the orthonormal basis {bNk }N L−1k=0 for Ran P is precisely ΓS˜ f . Thus
‖ΓS˜ f ‖ ⩽ ‖S˜ f ‖l1 =
N L−2−
k=0

∫ k+1
N
k
N
f (x)dx
 ⩽ ‖ f ‖L1 .
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To see that (4.4) holds for all f ∈ L1(R+), let ϵ > 0 be arbitrary, pick fϵ ∈ L1(R+) ∩ C1(R+)
such that ‖ f − fϵ‖L1 < ϵ and note that
‖MχJ∞G f MχJ∞ − IΓS˜ f I∗‖ ⩽ ‖MχJ∞G f− fϵ MχJ∞ ‖ + ‖IΓS˜( fϵ− f )I∗‖
+‖MχJ∞G fϵ MχJ∞ − IΓS˜ fϵI∗‖ ⩽ 2ϵ + ‖MχJ∞G fϵ MχJ∞ − IΓS˜ fϵI∗‖ → 0
as N → ∞. This in turn yields the first part of the Proposition, because we have already seen
that
‖MχJ∞G f MχJ∞ − G f ‖ ⩽ 3
∫ ∞
L
| f (x)|dx

→ 0
as L → ∞. It remains to show (4.3). We now assume that f is real valued. We first give an
estimate of ‖(MχJN G f MχJN − IΓS˜ f I∗)P‖. For each fixed x ∈ J∞ we have
G f bNk (x) =
√
N
∫ x+(k+1)/N
x+k/N
f (y)dy = N−1/2 f (x + yx ), (4.5)
for some yx ∈ R+ with k/N ⩽ yx ⩽ (k + 1)/N by the mean value theorem. On the other hand,
if 0 ⩽ k < N L we have I∗bk = ek (where {ek} denotes the standard basis in C{0,...,N L−1}).
Take lx ∈ N such that lx/N ⩽ x < (lx + 1)/N and use the mean value theorem to pick
0 ⩽ δ0, . . . , δ2N L−2 ⩽ 1/N such that
IΓS˜ f I∗bNk (x) = (IΓS˜ f ek)(x) =
N L−1−
l=0
N−1 f

l + k
N
+ δl+k

bNl (x)
= N−1/2 f

lx + k
N
+ δlx+k

.
Another application of the mean value theorem yields
|(G f − IΓS˜ f I∗)bNk (x)| = N−1/2
 f (x + yx )− f  lx + kN + δlx+k

⩽ 2N−3/2ρ1/N ( f )(x + k/N ).
Now, let a ∈ C{0,...,N L−1} be arbitrary but satisfy∑ |ak |2 = 1. Then

(G f − IΓS˜ f I∗)

N L−1−
k=0
akbNk

(x)
 = −ak((G f − IΓS˜ f I∗)bNk )(x)
⩽ 2
N 3/2
−akρ1/N ( f )(x + k/N ) = 2N

N−1
−
(ρ1/N ( f )(x + k/N ))2
⩽ 2
N
−∫ k+1N
k
N
(ρ2/N ( f )(x + y))2dy = 2N
∫ L
0
(ρ2/N ( f )(x + y))2dy.
We obtain that(MχJN G f MχJN − IΓS˜ f I∗) −akbNk  ⩽ 2N
∫ L
0
∫ L
0
(ρ2/N ( f )(x + y))2dydx
⩽ 2
N
∫ 2L
0
∫ u
−u
(ρ2/N ( f )(u))2
1
2
dvdu ⩽ 2N−1
∫ 2L
0
u(ρ2/N ( f )(u))2du
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which, upon noting that ‖∑akbk‖L2 = 1, yields
‖(MχJN G f MχJN − IΓS˜ f I∗)P‖ ⩽
2
N
∫ 2L
0
x(ρ2/N ( f )(x))2dx . (4.6)
To deal with the remaining part of (4.3), i.e.
(MχJN G f MχJN − IΓS˜ f I∗)(I − P) = MχJN G f MχJN (I − P), (4.7)
we define subsets J Nk,i, j ⊂ [ kN , k+1N ] for k ⩾ 0, j ⩾ 1 and 0 ⩽ i ⩽ 2 j − 1 by
J Nk,i, j =
[
k
N
+ i
2 j N
,
k
N
+ i + 1
2 j N

,
and let d Nk,i, j be functions defined by
d Nk,i, j (x) =

2 j−1 N (χ(J Nk,2i, j , x)− χ(J Nk,2i+1, j , x))
for k ⩾ 0, j ⩾ 1 and 0 ⩽ i < 2 j−1. It is easy to see that (for N fixed)
Span ({bNk } ∪ {d Nk,i, j }) = Span ({χJ Nk,i, j }),
and it follows from basic integration theory that the right hand side is dense in L2(R+). Moreover,
{bNk } ∪ {d Nk,i, j } is clearly an orthonormal set, and hence it is a basis for L2(R+). Thus
MχJN Ran (I − P) = Span {d Nk,i, j : 0 ⩽ k < N L , j ⩾ 1, 0 ⩽ i < 2 j−1}.
Like for (4.5) we obtain that there are 0 ⩽ δ1, δ2 ⩽ (2 j N )−1 such that
|G f d Nk,i, j (x)| =
√
2 j−1 N
2 j N
 f x + kN + 2i2 j N + δ1

− f

x + k
N
+ 2i + 1
2 j N
+ δ2

⩽ 1
2
√
2 j−1 N
 12 j−1 N ρ1/N ( f )

x + k
N

=
√
2
(2 j N )3/2
ρ1/N ( f )x + kN
 .
Thus
‖MχJN G f d Nk,i, j (x)‖ ⩽
√
2
(2 j N )3/2
ρ1/N ( f )· + kN

L2(JN )
.
Now let ak,i, j ∈ C be any numbers indexed by {k, i, j : 0 ⩽ k < N L , j ⩾ 1, 0 ⩽ i < 2 j−1}
such that
∑ |ak,i, j |2 = 1. By repeated use of Cauchy–Schwartz inequality we getMχ JNG f −ak,i, j d Nk,i, j
⩽
N L−1−
k=0
∞−
j=1
2 j−1−1−
i=0
|ak,i, j |
√
2
(2 j N )3/2
ρ1/N ( f )· + kN

L2(JN )
⩽
N L−1−
k=0
∞−
j=1
−
i
|ak,i, j |22( j−1)/2
√
2
(2 j N )3/2
ρ1/N ( f )· + kN

L2(JN )
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⩽
N L−1−
k=0
−
j,i
|ak,i, j |2
−
j⩾1
2−2 j 1
N 3/2
ρ1/N ( f )· + kN

L2(JN )
⩽

1
1− 1/4 − 1
1
N 3/2
−
k, j,i
|ak,i, j |2
N L−1−
k=0
∫ L
0
ρ1/N ( f )· + kN
2
⩽ 1√
3N
∫ L
0
∫ L
0
ρ2/N ( f )(y + x)2 dydx ⩽ 1√
3N
∫ 2L
0
x |ρ2/N ( f )(x)|2dx .
It follows that
‖MχJN G f MχJN (I − P)‖ ⩽
1√
3N
∫ 2L
0
x |ρ2/N ( f )(x)|2dx
which combined with (4.6) and (4.7) yields (4.3) but with constant 1N instead of
2
N . A simple
calculation shows that the assumption that f is real valued can be removed at the cost of the
factor 2. 
Remark. Define IN ,∞ in the obvious way. It is easily seen that the above proof can be adapted
to show that
lim
N→∞ IN ,∞ΓS˜N ,∞ f I
∗
N ,∞ = G f .
Proposition 4.1 can now be used to study the asymptotic behavior of σn(N , L), but first we
need the following lemma concerning compact operators. Recall that G f is a compact operator
for all f ∈ L1, by Theorem 2.8. Given any operator T on some Hilbert space X , recall that its
singular values can be defined by
σn = inf{‖T |N ‖ : N ⊂ X is a linear subspace with codim N = n}.
If T is compact, it is easy to see from the polar decomposition that σn is the nth eigenvalue of√
T ∗T , counted with multiplicity in decreasing order. We omit the proof of the following lemma,
which can be based on the Riesz functional calculus [9].
Lemma 4.2. Let T and TN , N ∈ N, be compact operators and assume that limN ‖T −TN‖ = 0.
Let σ0(N ), σ1(N ), . . . be the singular values of TN and σ0, σ1, . . . be the singular values of T .
Then
lim
N
σn(N ) = σn
for all n ∈ N. Moreover, let EN and E be the corresponding projection-valued spectral measures
associated with

T ∗N TN and
√
T ∗T . Let Σ ⊂ R+ be any open interval such that
cl(Σ ) ∩ {σk : k ∈ N} = Σ ∩ {σk : k ∈ N} = {σn}
for some n ∈ N, where cl(Σ ) denotes the closure of Σ . Then
lim
N
‖EN (Σ )− E(Σ )‖ = 0.
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Given a real line Hankel operator G f and corresponding Hankel matrices ΓS˜N ,2L f , we will
always denote the singular values of G f by σn and those of ΓS˜N ,2L f by σn(N , L). We are now
ready to analyze the limit behavior of σn(N , L).
Theorem 4.3. Given f ∈ L1(R+) we have
lim
L→∞ limN→∞ σn(N , L) = σn .
Moreover, limn→∞ σn = 0.
Proof. Set P = PN ,L . We have already noted that Ran (I − P) ⊂ Ker IΓS˜ f I∗ and that Ran P
is a reducing subspace for IΓS˜ f I∗. Thus the non-zero singular values of IΓS˜ f I∗ are determined
by IΓS˜ f I∗|Ran P as an operator from Ran P to Ran P , which is given by the matrix ΓS˜ f in the
basis {bk}N L−1k=0 for Ran P . The first statement now follows immediately from Proposition 4.1
and Lemma 4.2. The second statement is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.8 which
implies that G f is a compact operator. 
4.2. Case (I); f ∈ L1([0, 2])
In this subsection we will work with I = IN ,1 and S˜ = S˜2,N . The following theorem follows
by the methods developed in Section 4.1.
Theorem 4.4. Let f ∈ L1([0, 2]) be given. Then
lim
N→∞ IΓS˜ f I
∗ =W f ,
limN→∞ σn(N ) = σn and limn→∞ σn = 0, where {σn} are the singular values of W f and
{σn(N )} those of ΓS˜ f .
In Fig. 3 we illustrate the convergence of the singular values σn(N ), for n = 0 . . . 15, as
a function of the sampling density parameter N . We have used f (x) = J0(50πx), which
essentially is the same function as was used in [3]. The 16 dotted lines in black demonstrate
the convergence of the singular values, while the gray dotted lines shows the convergence of the
L2 error using all the available zeros for the corresponding singular vector un(N ). We note that
they differ significantly in size, which shows that the singular values do not directly provide a
way to choose n such that an approximation with prescribed L2 error is obtained. However, note
that the magnitude of the singular value divided by the corresponding L2 error seems to be fairly
stable. We will discuss these matters further in Sections 7 and 8.
5. Asymptotic behavior of the nodes
We now deal with the convergence of the ζk’s. It will be convenient to treat Case (I) from the
previous section first.
5.1. Case (I); f ∈ L1([0, 2])
We adopt the notation of Section 4.2. Let {σn}n⩾0/{un}n⩾0 be the singular values/vectors of
W f , {σn(N )}n⩾0/{un(N )}n⩾0 those of ΓS˜N ,2 f . Fix n and let {zk(N )}
N−1
k=1 denote the zero set of
the polynomial­un(N ) (cf. (1.11)) and set ζk(N ) = −iN log zk(N ). Let {ζk}∞k=1 denote the zeros
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Fig. 3. The convergence of singular values σn(N ) is shown by black dotted lines for n = 0, . . . , 15. The corresponding
L2 errors (using all N nodes) are shown with gray dotted lines.
of the entire function |un in C. (Recall from Section 3 that we consider un as a function in R
which is identically zero on R \ [0, 1], and that|un always has infinitely many zeros.)
Theorem 5.1. Let f ∈ L1([0, 2]) and n ∈ N be given and assume that σn ∉ {σk}k≠n . The sets
{ζk(N )}N−1k=1 can then be reordered such that
lim
N
ζk(N ) = ζk
holds for all k.
Proof. It is clear that Iun(N ) is a singular vector for IΓS˜ f I∗. By Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.4,
it follows that un(N ) can be chosen such that
lim
N
Iun(N ) = un . (5.1)
It is easily seen that (5.1) implies that
lim
N
F−1(Iun(N )) =|un (5.2)
uniformly on compact subsets of C. Note that for ζ ∈ C we also have
F−1(Iun(N )) = 1√
2π
∫ 1
0
(Iun(N ))(x)eiζ x dx
≈ 1√
2πN
N−1−
k=0
√
N (un(N ))keiζk/N = 1√
2πN
­un(N )(eiζ/N ) (5.3)
because the third term is a Riemann sum approximation of the integral. More precisely, let K ∈ C
be compact and set
δK ,N = sup{|1− eiζ x | : (ζ, x) ∈ K × [0, N−1]}.
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Note that δK ,N → 0 as N → ∞. For ζ ∈ K we can estimate the difference between the upper
and lower parts of (5.3) as follows:
∫ 1
0
(Iun(N ))(x)eiζ x − N−1
N−1−
k=0
√
N (un(N ))keiζk/N

⩽ N−1
N−1−
k=0
sup
x∈[k/N ,(k+1)/N ]
|√N (un(N ))k(eiζk/N − eiζ x )|
⩽ N−1/2
N−1−
k=0
|(un(N ))k |δK ,N |eiζk/N | ⩽ δK ,N‖un(N )‖l2
N−1−
k=0
e−2Imζk/N
N
.
The last sum is bounded above by
 1
0 e
−2Imζ x dx + N−1 which clearly is uniformly bounded
for ζ ∈ K . Combining this with (5.2), (5.3) and ‖un(N )‖l2 = 1, we conclude that
lim
N
1√
2πN
­un(N )(eiζ/N ) =|un(ζ )
uniformly for ζ ∈ K . The theorem is now immediate from Vitali’s theorem on zeros of analytic
functions. 
5.2. Case (H); f ∈ L1(R+)
We adopt the notation of Section 4.1. Let f ∈ L1(R+) be fixed and let {σn}/{un} denote
the singular values/vectors of G f . Let {σn(N , L)}/{un(N , L)} denote the singular values/vectors
of ΓS˜N ,2L f . In this situation, it only makes sense to talk about the zeros of|un in the upper half-
planeC+. By Theorem 2.11 we know that these are precisely n in number (assuming as usual that
σn ∉ {σk}k≠n). Let n be fixed and denote these zeros by {ζk}nk=1. Moreover, let {zk(N , L)} denote
the zeros to the polynomial ­un(N , L) in the unit disc D and set ζk(N , L) = −iN log zk(N , L). It
is not always the case that {zk(N , L)} has n elements, but we do have the following. The proof
uses similar techniques to Section 5.1, and is therefore omitted.
Theorem 5.2. Given any open bounded set K such that {ζk}nk=1 ⊂ K and cl(K ) ⊂ C+ = {z ∈
C : Im(z) > 0}, we have
lim
L→∞ limN→∞ #({ζk(N , L)} ∩ K ) = n
and moreover, the sets {ζk(N , L)}k can be indexed such that
lim
L→∞ limN→∞ ζk(N , L) = ζk
holds for k = 1, . . . , n.
6. Asymptotic behavior of the approximations
Given f ∈ L1(R+) as in Section 5.2, it remains to be shown that we can pick coefficients
c1, . . . , cn such that
‖G f − G∑n
k=1 ck eiζk (N ,L)x ‖ . σn
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for large N and L , thereby proving that the Beylkin and Monzo´n algorithm does indeed yield
approximations of f with error σn in the operator norm. We provide a proof of this in the
case when f has compact support. These results are also valid for Section 5.1 in the case
supp f ⊂ [0, 1], because thenW f and G f are essentially the same object as noted in Section 3.
Assume that supp f ⊂ [0, 1]. In this case, Theorem 2.11 applies and therefore |un has pre-
cisely n zeros, {ζk}nk=1, in the upper half-plane C+. Moreover, one easily sees that ΓS˜N ,2L f has
zeros below the antidiagonal. For example, with f (x) = 18(1− x)χ([0, 1], x) we have
ΓS˜3,2 f =
5 3 13 1 0
1 0 0
 .
Such matrices can obviously be interpreted as Hankel operators on l2(N) (by “extending the ma-
trix with zeros”). The AAK theorem (Theorem 2.6) then implies that ­un(N , L) has precisely n
zeros in the unit disc, and it is also clear that these zeros do not depend on L . We denote them
by {zk(N )}nk=1 and set ζk(N ) = −iN log(zk(N )). By Theorem 5.1 we can assume that these are
ordered such that limN→∞ ζk(N ) = ζk for all k = 1, . . . , n. We will show that we can choose
ck(N , L) such that
lim
N→∞ limL→∞ ‖G( f− n∑
k=1
ck (N ,L)eiζk (N )x )
‖ = σn .
Let FN : C{−N ,...,N } → C{−N ,...,N } denote the discrete Fourier transform given by
(FN (a))(k) = 12N + 1
N−
j=−N
a j e−2π i
jk
2N+1 .
We will usually write F instead of FN . We have un(N , L) ∈ C{0,...,N L−1}, but we will here
consider un(N , L) as an element of C{−N L+1,...,N L−1} which is 0 for negative arguments, and
define v(N , L) ∈ C{−N L+1,...,N L−1} via
v(N , L) = F−1(σn(N )F−1un(N , L)/F−1un(N , L))
where the division is taken elementwise. (Compare with the v in Section 2.) Let c1(N , L), . . . ,
cn(N , L) be the least squares solution to the equation system
(S˜N ,2L f − v(N , L))k =
n−
j=1
c j (N , L)
N
(z j (N ))
k, k = 0, . . . , N .
(Here we depart from the approach of Beylkin and Monzo´n, who use all the zeros of ­un(N , L)
in the above equation system.)
Theorem 6.1. Let f ∈ L1(R+) be given and assume that supp f ⊂ [0, 1]. Fix n ∈ N. With
notation as above, assume that σn ∉ {σk}k≠n and that the zeros of |un in C+ have multiplicity 1.
Then
lim
N→∞ limL→∞ ‖G( f− n∑
k=1
ck (N ,L)eiζk (N )x )
‖ = σn .
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Proof. By Theorem 5.2 the points z1(N ), . . . , zn(N ) are distinct for all N large enough. Let
N > n be fixed such that this is the case. It is then easy to see that the vectors {(z j (N )k)Nk=0}nj=1
are linearly independent. Let un(N ) ∈ l2(Z) be defined by “adding zeros” to un(N , 1), and
define v(N ) ∈ l2(Z) via
(v(N ))k = (F(σn(N )F−1un(N )/F−1un(N )))−k,
where F : L2(T) → l2(Z) is the Fourier transform as defined in Section 2.1. The polynomial
F−1un(N ) has at most a finite number of zeros on the unit circle T, and thus the function
F−1un(N )/F−1un(N ) is bounded and continuous except possibly for a finite number of points.
The sequence F−1un(N , L)/F−1un(N , L) is also bounded, and it is easy to see that
(F−1(F−1un(N , L)/F−1un(N , L)))k
is a Riemann sum approximation of the integral (F(F−1un(N )/F−1un(N )))−k for each fixed
k. Combining the observations above, we get
lim
L→∞(v(N , L))k = (v(N ))k
for each k ∈ Z. Consequently, by the linear independence of {(z j (N )k)Nk=0}nj=1, we conclude that
each sequence (ck(N , L))∞L=1 converges to some limit, ck(N ) say, such that c1(N ), . . . , cn(N )
is the least squares solution to the system
(S˜N ,2L f − v(N ))k ≈
n−
j=1
c j (N )
N
(z j (N ))
k, k = 0, . . . , N .
However, by (2.12) we obtain equality above, and by the calculations following (2.12) we also
get that
‖ΓS˜N ,∞ f − Γ∑nj=1 c j (N )N ((z j (N ))k )∞k=0‖ = σn(N ). (6.1)
To finish the proof it suffices to show that {|c j (N )|} is a bounded set. Let’s assume this for the
moment and verify that the theorem does indeed follow. Assume that at least one of the sequences
(c j (N ))∞N=1 is not convergent. Then there are two sequences (N 1l )∞l=1 and (N 2l )∞l=1 such that all
sequences (c j (N 1l ))
∞
l=1 and (c j (N 2l ))∞l=1 are convergent. Moreover, if we denote the respective
limits by c1j and c
2
j , then the sequences can be chosen such that c
1
j ≠ c2j for at least one value of
1 ⩽ j ⩽ n. By the remark following Proposition 4.1 we obtain that
lim
N→∞ IN ,∞ΓS˜N ,∞( f− n∑
j=1
cdj e
iζ j x )
I∗N ,∞ = G
( f−
n∑
j=1
cdj e
iζ j x )
, d = 1, 2.
Moreover, a few calculations show that
lim
l→∞ ‖ΓS˜
Ndl ,∞
(
n∑
j=1
cdj e
iζ j x )
− Γ∑n
j=1
c j (N
d
l )
Ndl
((z j (N dl ))
k )∞k=0
‖ = 0, d = 1, 2.
Combining these observations with (6.1) and Theorem 4.3 we conclude that
‖G
( f−
n∑
j=1
cdj e
iζ j x )
‖ ⩽ σn, d = 1, 2.
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However, as G∑n
j=1 cdj e
iζ j x has rank n, we must have equality above. If c
1
j ≠ c2j for some value of
1 ⩽ j ⩽ n, then this clearly contradicts the uniqueness part of Theorem 2.11. We conclude that
each sequence (c j (N ))∞N=1 is convergent, and denote the respective limits by c j . Then clearly
lim
N→∞ limL→∞ c j (N , L) = c j , 1 ⩽ j ⩽ n,
and
‖G
( f−
n∑
j=1
c j e
iζ j x )
‖ = σn
follows by repeating the above calculations.
It remains to show that {|c j (N )|} is indeed a bounded set. By (6.1) and the inequality
‖ΓS˜N ,∞ f ‖ ⩽ ‖ f ‖L1 , we conclude that there exists C1 < ∞ such that ‖
∑n
j=1
c j (N )
N
Γ((z j (N ))k )∞k=0‖ < C1 for all N . Proposition 4.1 and a few calculations show that
lim
N→∞ IN ,∞ΓN−1((z j (N ))k )∞k=0I
∗
N ,∞ = Geiζ j x
for each 1 ⩽ j ⩽ n. As {G
eiζ j x
}nj=1 is a linearly independent set in the space of operators on
L2(R+), a standard Banach space argument shows that there exist N0 ∈ N and C2 > 0 such that
sup{|d j |} < C2
 n−
j=1
d jIN ,∞ΓN−1((z j (N ))k )∞k=0I
∗
N ,∞

for all (d j )nj=1 ∈ Cn and all N > N0. Thus sup{|c j (N )|} < C1C2 for all N > N0, and the proof
is complete. 
Let f ∈ L1(R+) be a function that does not have compact support, which we wish to
approximate with n exponentials. Guided by the previous result, it might be tempting to work
with S˜N ,2L(χ[0,L] f ) instead of S˜N ,2L f . Likewise, if f ∈ L1([0, L]), it is tempting to extend
it to a function fext ∈ L1(R+) by setting fext(x) = 0 if x > L , and then work with S˜N ,2L f
instead of S˜N ,L f . However, we will not pursue this because we advise against such a scheme.
A reason for this is that when we replace (or extend) the values of f with zeros, the nodes will
change significantly for approximating the part where f is zero. Moreover, if the singular values
of ΓS˜N ,2L f decay rapidly, the “singularity” at L will drastically change this, so the accuracy of
the approximations decreases. We illustrate this with an example.
Again, let us consider a Bessel function, in this case f (x) = J0(50πx). Then f (2) = 0 so
χ[0,2] f becomes continuous. We denote the singular vectors and values of S˜N ,4( f ) by un(N ) and
σn(N ), respectively, and we denote the corresponding objects for S˜N ,4(χ[0,2] f ) by u˜n(N ) and
σ˜n(N ). The right side of Fig. 4 shows σn(256) in black and σ˜n(256) in grey. The rate of decay
between the two cases is substantially different, even though in this specific case the truncated
function χ[0,2] f is continuous.
According to the Observation in Section 3, it seems like it will, in most cases, be sufficient to
use n nodes to obtain approximations of size σn in the operator norm, although it is not always
clear which nodes to choose (that is, which zeros of |un , where un is the nth singular vector of
W f ). Our conclusion is that although we can theoretically ensure that we can do approximations
using only n nodes (and that the procedure of selection of nodes is straightforward), to obtain
norm approximations of size σ˜n it is preferable not to truncate the function to be approximated.
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Fig. 4. The left panel shows the truncated Bessel function χ[0,2] J0(50πx). The right panel shows singular values: in
black the singular values (σn(256)) are shown as a function of n on the log10 scale, and in grey the singular values
(σ˜n(256)) are shown.
7. Estimates of ‖G f ‖
Given f ∈ L1(R+), the theory developed in the previous sections yields approximations
with n exponentials, with an error that is approximately equal to σn in the operator norm of
the corresponding Hankel operator G f− fapprox , given that the parameters L and N are sufficiently
large. A drawback is that the error is measured in a rather obscure norm, which is hard to estimate
with more common norms. In particular, it is not true that ‖ f −∑nj=1 c j (N , L)eiζ j (N ,L)x‖L p(R+)
is bounded by a fixed constant times σn for any p ⩾ 1, as the following proposition shows. Note
that we always have ‖W f ‖ ⩽ ‖G f ‖.
Proposition 7.1. Given any 1 ⩽ p ⩽∞, there is no constant C such that
‖ f ‖L p ⩽ C‖G f ‖, ∀ f ∈ L1(R+) ∩ L p(R+).
Proof. It suffices to produce a sequence of functions ( fk)∞k=1 such that {‖G fk‖} is bounded but
not {‖ fk‖L p }. Take
fk = χ[k−1,1]x−1.
Clearly limk→∞ ‖ fk‖L p([0,2]) = ∞ and
√
2πF( fk(x)− fk(−x))(ξ) =
∫ 1
1/k
2i sin(xξ)
x
dx =
∫ ξ
ξ/k
2i sin(x)
x
dx .
The proof is complete by Nehari’s theorem (Theorem 2.9) and noting that the modulus of the
right hand side is uniformly bounded in ξ and k, which can be seen by integration by parts. 
The aim of Section 8 is to provide a slightly more intricate algorithm that does yield an L2
estimate. In this section we focus on providing an estimate of ‖G f ‖ in terms of B M O . Let λ
denote the Lebesgue measure on R. Given an interval I ⊂ R and a locally integrable function g,
set gI = λ(I )−1

I gdλ. Recall that the BMO space on R is defined as
g ∈ L1loc : supI

λ(I )−1
∫
I
|g − gI |dλ

,
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where the supremum is taken over all finite intervals I ⊂ R. Note that ‖1‖B M O = 0, so it is only
a semi-norm. The following result is a combination of Nehari’s theorem and the celebrated work
of C. Fefferman on B M O .
Proposition 7.2. There exists a constant C such that
C‖G f ‖ ⩽ ‖ fˆ ‖B M O ⩽ 2.6‖G f ‖
for all f ∈ L1(R+). In particular, with c j and ζ j as in the AAK theorem (Theorem 2.11), we
have
Cσn ⩽
F

f − χR+
n−
j=1
c j eiζ j x

B M O
⩽ 2.6σn .
The value 2.6 is an upper estimate based on the proof of Fefferman’s work given in [14]. We
omit the details.
8. An algorithm with L2 bound
On the basis of the material in Section 2, one can construct a relatively natural extension
of the algorithm of Beylkin and Monzo´n that yields approximations whose error in L2 norm is
bounded by the singular values. We note that the question of finding the best possible solution to
this problem has been solved in [2], but that implementing the corresponding algorithm is much
more complicated than the one suggested below.
Given a function f ∈ C10(R+), let σ0(r), σ1(r), . . . be the singular values of Gr1/2 f−r−1/2 f ′ ,
where r > 0 is a free parameter. In the algorithm that we are about to present, the error of the
approximation with n terms will be bounded by σn(r), and hence r should be chosen such that
σn(r) is small. The foundation of the new algorithm lies in the following theorem. C10(R
+) here
denotes differentiable functions on x > 0 with bounded support whose derivative has a limit as
x → 0.
Theorem 8.1. Let f ∈ C10(R+) be given, let r > 0 be fixed and let σ0(r), σ1(r), . . . be the
singular values of r1/2G f − r−1/2G f ′ . Let un be the corresponding singular vectors. Fix n and
assume that σn(r) ∉ {σk(r)}k≠n , let ζ1, . . . , ζn denote the zeros of |un and assume that these
are distinct. Pick c1, . . . , cn ∈ C such that ∑nk=1 ckeiζk x is the orthogonal projection of f onto
Span {eiζk x } in L2(R+). Then f − n−
k=1
ckeiζk x

L2(R+)
⩽ σn(r)√
2
.
Proof. In order to avoid too much repetition of the material in Section 2, we will only write down
the proof for the special case r = 1, and in the end indicate how to modify the calculations to
obtain the general statement.
Recall α, β and U from Section 2. Set Ψ = √2 fˆ , ψ = U−1Ψ and ψ˜ = ψ + i f (0). By
Proposition 2.7 and the identity Hψ = Hψ˜ we have that
F−1UHψU−1F−1 = F−1 Hψ˜◦βF−1 = (2π)−1/2GF−1(ψ˜◦β) = iG f− f ′ ,
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because
ψ˜ ◦ β =
√
π(ζ + i)√
π(ζ + i)ψ ◦ β + i f (0) =
√
π(ζ + i)U(ψ)+ i f (0) = √π(ζ + i)Ψ + i f (0)
and
(2π)−1/2F−1(√π(ζ + i)Ψ + i f (0)) = F−1

(ζ + i) fˆ + i f (0)√
2π

= −i f ′ + i f.
Thus σ0(1), σ1(1), . . . are also singular values of Hψ and moreover, |un = U−1(|un) are the
corresponding singular vectors. Setting z j = β(ζ j ) we also have that {z j }nj=1 is the zero set of|un .
The function ψ itself might be unbounded but as Hψ is bounded, we have at least that
ψ ∈ H2−(D) (see the remarks before (2.15)). By Nehari’s theorem and the AAK theorem
(Theorems 2.2 and 2.6) there are coefficients c˜1, . . . , c˜n such that
σn(1) =
Hψ − n−
j=1
c˜ j Hzkz j
 = infφ∈H2(D)
ψ − n−
j=1
c˜ j zkz j − φ

L∞
⩾ inf
φ∈H2(D)
PH2−

ψ −
n−
j=1
c˜ j zkz j − φ

L2
=
ψ − n−
j=1
c˜ j zkz j

L2
.
By (2.15) and (2.17) we obtain U(zkz j ) = U(kz j ) = Ckζ j , where C is a constant. Note that
F(χR+eiζ j x ) = kζ j by (2.13) and standard formulas. As U is unitary, we get
σn(1) ⩾
U

ψ −
n−
j=1
c˜ j zkz j

L2
=
Ψ − n−
j=1
Cc˜ j kζ j

L2
= √2
 fˆ − n−
j=1
Cc˜ j√
2
kζ j

L2
= √2
 f − n−
j=1
Cc˜ j√
2
eiζ j x

L2(R+)
.
This finishes the proof for r = 1, because ∑nk=1 ckeiζk x is the orthogonal projection onto
Span {eiζ j x } in L2(R+), and hence ‖ f −∑nj=1 c j eiζ j x‖L2(R+) ⩽ ‖ f −∑nj=1 Cc˜ j√2 eiζ j x‖L2(R+) ⩽
σn(1). The proof for the general case is identical but uses
αr : D→ C+; αr (z) = r i 1+ z1− z
and the unitary map
Ur : L2(T)→ L2(R); Ur (φ) =

r
π
φ ◦ βr
ζ + r i
instead. Subsequently all formulas that are derived from these have to be modified accordingly.
We omit the details. 
Given a function f ∈ C10(R+) and a desired approximation error ϵ > 0 in L2(R), the
algorithm thus goes as follows:
1. Find a pair (n, r) with n as small as possible and σn(r) <
√
2ϵ. Note that σn(r) ∼ √r as
r → ∞ and σn(r) ∼ 1/√r as r → 0, so each curve σn(·) has a minimum for some finite
value of r . To find an optimal value of (n, r) one thus needs to find these minima.
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Fig. 5. Solid black: L2 error using the n nodes obtained by the algorithm of this section. Dashed black: σn (r)√
2
for optimal
r . Solid grey/dashed grey: the counterparts using the algorithm of Beylkin and Monzo´n.
2. Once (n, r) has been chosen, Theorem 8.1 gives the existence of certain nodes ζ1, . . . , ζn ∈
C+. Approximate values ζ˜1, . . . , ζ˜n of these nodes can be efficiently calculated using the
methods introduced earlier.
3. Values c1, . . . , cn such that
∑n
j=1 c j eiζ˜ j x is the orthogonal projection onto Span {eiζ˜ j x } are
easily calculated using the least squares method. By Theorem 8.1 we have f − n−
j=1
c j eiζ˜ j x

L2(R+)
. σn(r)√
2
⩽ ϵ.
Remark. It is interesting to observe that the algorithm of Beylkin and Monzo´n appears as the
limit of the above algorithm as r →∞. More precisely, let n be fixed, let σn(r) be as above and
denote the corresponding ζk’s by ζk(r). Also let σn and ζk be defined as in Section 5.2. Using
Proposition 4.1 and the methods in the proof of Theorem 5.1, it is easy to see that (possibly after
reordering the terms)
ζk(r)→ ζk
and
σn(r)√
r
→ σn
as r →∞.
We end by illustrating the new approach with a numerical example. For the example we make
use of the Bessel function J0(50πx) again. Since this function does not belong to L1, we consider
the modification f (x) = J0(50πx)0.1x . Fig. 5 contains four curves as functions of n. The solid
black line shows the L2 error using the n nodes obtained by the algorithm of this section. The
dashed black line shows σn(r)√
2
for optimal r (obtained by numerical optimization). The solid grey
line shows the counterpart using the algorithm of Beylkin and Monzo´n, while the dashed grey
line shows the corresponding singular values σn . We note that the actual approximation errors do
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not differ much. However, we obtain an upper bound for the L2 error using the new approach.
The upper bound seeming to fail for n ≥ 30 is due to numerical errors.
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